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Let co E denote the convex hull of a set E in C, let H be the class of analytic
functions defined in the unit disc V, and denote the subordination of functions
t: g E H by /-< g. This article deals with the theory of at'£'rllging opera(()rs defined on
a set Kc H. These are operators I: K --+ H that satisfy l[f](O) =/(0) and
l[f]1 V) c coil V) for all /E K Conditions for and examples of such operators are
presented. The proofs of these results are dependent on determining dominants of
the second-order difTerential subordination A~2p"I~)+B(~)~p'I;)+C(~)p(:)+
DI~)-<h(~), With suitable conditions on A, B, C, D, and h the authors show that
p -< 17, As an additional application of this difTerential subordination the authors
generalize a difTerential inequality of R, M, Robinson,
(I9'JJ A<ademIC Pms, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

°

Let f and h be continuous on J = [0, I) with h(x);?; for x E J. If x E J
then by the First Mean-Value Theorem for Riemann Integrals there exists
e E (0, x) such that
h(t) dt
j-'f(t)
o

=

fie)

r

(I)

h(t) dt.

0

If we let h(x) =g'(x) with g(O) = 0, then (I) becomes
g(x)

I

I'f(l) g'(t) cit = fie)

E

(2)

fijI,

()
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for all x E J. In Section 3 of this article we show that this mean-value
theorem for integrals of real-valued functions defined on the unit interval
J extends very naturally to complex-valued functions defined on the unit
disc V = (z: 1zl < I }. If I and g are analytic on V, then with some simple
conditions on I and g we obtain the following analog of (2),
g(z)

I

fI(II')g'(H')dll'

E

I(V),

(3)

o

for all z E U. If we denote this integral operator by I[I] then (3) can be
rewritten as
(3')
I[fJ( V) c I( V).
Similar inclusion relations are proved for several operators besides the
mean-value operator given in (3). These results, presented in Section 3, are
dependent on the second-order differential subordination theorems of
Section 2. Included in this group of differential subordinations is a
generalization of the following differential inequality of R. M. Robinson
[8 ]:
1

T'(z)/S'(z)1 < 1=:>1 T(z)/S(z)1 < I.

Since subordination is critical to several of the proofs, we now restate its
definition. Let I and F be analytic in U. The function I is subordinate to F,
writtenI-< F or I(z) -< F(z), if F is univalent,f(O) = F(O), andI( V) c F( V).
We close this section with a lemma that will be used to prove the main
theorems of Section 2.
LEMMA I.
Let p be analytic in V and let h he cOlwex (univalent) on 0,
Irith p(O) = h(O). II p is not suhordinate to h, then there exist Zo E V and
H"o E av, and an m ~ 1 lor which p( Izl < Izo I) c h( V),

(i)

p(zo)

= h(lI'o),

(ii)

zop'(zo)=m\j"oh'(wo), and

(iii)

Re[z~p"(zo)!woh'(lt'o)] ~ -m.

A more general form of this lemma appears in [7, p. 158].

2.

DIFFERENTIAL SUBOR[)INA TIONS

In [7, p. 170] the authors showed that if an analytic ruction p satisfies
the second-order differential subordination
AZ2p"(Z) + Bzp'(z)

+ Cp(z)

-< z,
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where A ~O, A + B~O, and B+ e>o, then p(;:)-<;:/(B+ e). Our first
theorem extends this result to a more general differential subordination of
the form
A;:lp"(;:)

THEOREM

A

I.

+ B(;:) ;:p'(;:)+ q;:) p(;:)+ D(;:) -<

h(;:).

(4)

Let h he conl'ex (univalent) in U with h(O)=O, and let
k>4/lh'(0)1 and that B(;:), q;:), and D(;:) are analytic

~O. Suppose that

in U and satis/)'

Re B(;:) ~ A
for;:

E

+ Ic(;:) -

11- Re[e(;:) - I ]

+k

ID(;:)I,

U. It p is analytic in U with p(O) = 0 and if p satisfies (4) then p

(5)

-< h.

Proof Note that condition (4) implies that D(O)=O. Since k Ih'(O)1 >4,
there is an r o , 0 < ro < I, such that (I + ro )2/ro = k Ih'(O)1 and

4 < (I

+ r)2/r <

k Ih'(O)I,

for

ro<r<1.

(6)

Since II is convex in U, if we set h);:) = h(r;:) for ro < r < I, then hr is
convex on O. If we also set Pr(;:)=p(r;:), then from (4) we obtain
U r(;:)

=A;:2p;'(;:) + B(r;:) ;:p~(;:)
+ err;:) Pr(;:)

+ D(r;:) -<

hr(;:)'

for:: E U and ro < r < I. We will use Lemma I to show that Pr(::) -< hr(::) for
ro < r < I.
Assume that Pr is not subordinate to hr for some r in (ro, 1 ). Then by
Lemma I there exist points ::0 E U and 11'0 E U, and an m ~ I such that

(8)
If we set V= [ur(::o) - hr(H'o)]/H'oh~(wo) then from (7) we have

V- A;:~p;'(::o)
-

1I'0h~(lt'o) +

B(rzo)zop~(::o)

woh~(H'o)

e(r:: o ) Pr(;:O) - hr(II'o)

+

lI'oh~(l\'o)

D(r::o)

+ \1'oh~(\I'o)

(9)

with
(10)
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We first show that Re V> 0, which will then lead to the desired contradiction. Since h, is convex and h,(O)=O we have Re[H'oh~(lI'o)/h,(lfo)]~
1/2 for 11\'01 = 1 [2, p. 176], or equivalently
(11 )

If Wand Z are complex numbers and IZ - 11
Re WZ =

Re W

+ Re

W(Z - 1)

~

1 then

~

Re W - I WI.

Using this inequality with W=C(r': o )-1 and
obtain from (11) that

Z=hAwo)/woh~(I\'o),

we

Re[(C(r':o)-I) h,(lro)/lI'oh~(ll"o)]
~

Re[C(r.:o) - 1] -IC(r.: o ) - 11.

Since h is convex we have Ih'(.:)1 ~ Ih'(O)I/(1
By setting.: = m'o we obtain

+ r)2

(12 )

for 1.:1 = r< 1 [2, p. 118].

for

111'0 1= 1.

( 13)

If we use (5), (8), (12), and (13) in (9) we obtain
Re V

~

A( -m)

+ Re[B(r':o)]m

+ Re[(C(r.: o ) -

1)

h,(lI'o)/lt'()h~(I\'o)]

-ID(r':o)/ll"oh~(l\'o)1
~

(m - 1 )[IC(r.: o ) - 11- Re(C(r.: o) - 1)]
+m[k-(1 +r)2/r Ih'(O)I] ID(r':o)l.

From (6) and the fact that m~ 1 we obtain Re V>O, or equivalently
larg VI < n12. Using this in (10) together with the fact that W()h~(I\'o) is the
outward normal to the boundary of the convex domain h,( U), we obtain
u,(':o)¢:h,(U). Since this contradicts (7) we must have p,-<h, for all
r() < r < 1. By letting r --+ 1 we obtain the desired conclusion p(.:) -< h(z).

In the special case C(.:) == 1, the condition h(O) = p(O) = 0 can be replaced
by h(O) = p(O), In this case the proof of Theorem 1 still holds and we obtain
the following result.
THEOREM 2.
Let II he COfwex (univalent) in U and let A ~ 0, Suppose
k > 4/lh'(0)1 and that Band D are analytic in U, with D(O) = 0 and

Re B(z) ~ A

+k

ID(z)l,

( 14)
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for z E U.

If P is

analytic in U with p(O) = h(O), and if p sati.~fles
2

Az p"(z)
then p(z)

+ B{z) zp'(z) + p(z) + D(z) « h(z)

« h(z).

Let Sand T be analytic in U with S(O) = T(O) = O. In addition, suppose
that S is starlike (not necessarily univalent) in U, that is, Re zS'(z)/ S(z) > O.
In 1947 R. M. Robinson [8, p. 30] proved that
IT'(z)/S'(z)I<1 forzEU => IT(z)/S(z)i<1 forzEU.

(15)

In 1965 R. 1. Libera [3, p. 755] proved that
Re T'(z)/S'(z»O for

ZE U

=>

Re T(z)/S(z) >0 for ZE U.

(16)

K. Sakaguchi [9, p. 74] also proved this result but with the additional
assumption that S is univalent.
In 1973 T. H. MacGregor [4, p. 532] and in 1978 the authors [6, p. 301]
extended Libera's result and for real }' proved that
Re r(z)/s'(z»i' for ZE U

=>

Re T(z)/S(z»}' for

ZE

U.

(17)

All these results concerning differential inequalities are special cases of the
following theorem on differential subordinations.
THEOREM 3.
Let h he convex (univalent) in U, and let R, S, and T he
analytic in U with R(O) = S(O) = T(O) = O. If

Re S(z)/zS'(z) > 4IR(z)l/h'(0)1,

(18)

for z E U, then
r(z)/S'(z)+ R(z)

«

h(z) => T(z)/S(z)

«

h(z).

(19)

Proof From (18) we obtain RezS'(z)/S(z»O which implies that S
maps U onto a (possibly many-sheeted) region which is starlike with
respect to the origin. If we let p = T(S, then p is analytic in U and satisfies
[S(z)/zS'(z)] zp'(z)

Since r / s'

+ R « h,

+ p(z) =

r(z)/s'(z).

if we set B(z) = S(z )/zS'(z) and D = R we obtain
B(z) zp'(z)

+ p(z) + D(z)

«

h(z),

while (18) becomes Re B(z) > 4 ID(z)l/lh'(O)I. The conditions of Theorem 2
with A = 0 are satisfied, and from that result we obtain p = ~/S « h.
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In the special case S(:;)

=:;,

(18) simplifies to IR(:;)I < Ih'(O )1/4 and from

(19) we obtain

-<

T(:;)+ R(:;)

hi:;) =>

-<

T(:;)/:;

hi:;).

As an example, if 11'(0) = I and lacl < 1/4 we have

-<

T(:;) +ac:;

If we take R(:;)

=

hi:;) =>

-<

T(:;)/:;

hi:;).

0 in Theorem 3 we obtain:

COROLLARY 3.1.
Let h he convex (univalent) in U, and let Sand T he
analytic in U with S(O)= T(O)=O. Il Re:;S'(:;)/S(:;) >0, then

T(:;)/S'(:;)

-<

hi:;) =>

T(:;)jS(:;)

-<

hi:;).

(20)

Remarks. 1. If the function T'(:;)/S'(:;) is itself a convex function, (20)
can be replaced by T/S -< T'/S'.

2. We can eliminate the function h in the corollary and extend the
result by using the concept of the convex hull of a set £ (denoted by co £)
in C. In this extension, (20) is replaced by
{T(:;)/S(:;): :; E

U}

c col T(:;)/S'(:;)::; E

U}.

(20')

To check the validity of this we need to consider the cases col T/S'} = C
and co { T / S'} '" C. In the first case (20') trivially holds, while in the
second case there is a convex (univalent) function h mapping U onto
col TIS'} with h(O) = T(O)/S'(O), and (20') follows from (20).
3. In the special case when S is also univalent then the corollary
coincides with a result of E. Merkes and D. Wright [5, p. 98].
4. We can obtain (IS), (16), and (17) by applying (20) with h(:;)=:;,
h(:;)=(I+:;)/(1-:;), and 17(:;)=[I+(1-2}'):;J/(I-:;), respectively. As
another example, consider the domain D given by larg:;1 < acn/2, where
o <ac < 1. The function h(:;) = [( I + :; )/(1 -:;) maps U conformally onto
D and by the corollary we obtain

r

T(:;)
S'(:;)

-<

[I + :;J'

=>

acn/2

=>

1-:;

T(:;)

S(.:)

-<

[1 + :;J'
1 -:;

,

or equivalently
larg T(:;)/S'(:;)I

<

larg T(:;)/S(:;)I

< acn/2.
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In this section we denote by H the set of functions that are analytic in

U, we let H 0 = {h E H: h(O) = O}, and when we refer to a convex function
we shall assume that it is univalent.
The first result in this section involves an integral analog of Theorem 3.

U, IE H,

THEOREM 4. If h is convex in
Re g(.::)/rg'(.::) > 4 11I'(.::)I/lh'(O)I, then
1(.::)

-<

h(.::)

=

F(.::) = g(.::)

I

and g,

It'

f= [f(t)+ I\"(t)] g'(t)dt
o

E H0

-<

with

h(.::).
(21 )

In particular, (fl is convex and Re g(.::}/.::g'(.::) > 4111'(.::)1/11'(0)1 then
1[f](.::)=F(.::)=g(.::)

I

r

[f(t)+ w(t)] g'(t) dt

o

-<

1(::).

(22)

If we set T(.::) = S~ [f(t) + w(t)] g'(t) dt, R(::) = -1\"('::), and
+ R =f-< II and all the conditions of Theorem 3 are
satisfied. Hence we conclude that F = T/S -< h. The subordination (22)
follows from (21) by taking II =f

Proof

S(.::) = g(.::), the T'/S'

EXAMPLE 1. If we let h(.::) = (1 +.::)/(\-::) then Ih'(O)1 =2 and we
obtain: if/EH with/(O)= 1, and if It'E Ho with 1!t'(.::)1 < 1/2 then

Re 1(.::) > 0

=

Re [ .:: -

I (

J

[f( t) + I\"(t)] dt > O.

If w(.::) == 0 in Theorem 4 then the function h can be eliminated and the
result can be extended by considering the convex hull of I( U). The proof
of the following result follows from considering the cases co I( U) # C. For
the first case there exists a convex function h: U -'> co I( U) with h(O) =/(0)
and the proof follows from Theorem 4, while the second case is trivial.
COROLLARY 4.1.

Let gEHo Irith Re.::g'(.::)lg(.::»O. If IEH and if I is

defined by
I[f](.::) =g(::)

I

ff(t) g'(t) dt,

(23 )

then
l[f]( U) c cof( U).

In addition, iff is convex then
I[f]( U) cf( U).
40':1 171

~-10

(24)
(25)
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The operator [ given in (23) is the same as the operator given in (3),
which is the analog of the mean-value theorem of real analysis. The
inclusion relation given in (25) indicates that [ has the mean-value
property as required in (3').
EXAMPLE 2.
If we let g(::) =::' in Corollary 4.1 we obtain: if/E Hand
Re a> 0 then the operator

[,[fJ(::)=a:: 'J=f(t)t'-'dt
o

satisfies (24). Operators of this particular type are discussed in [1, p. 85]
and are referred to as at'eraging operators. In the special case when a = 1
we obtain the classical average l'alue of/

In light of the above remarks we make the following definition:
DEFINITION

1.

If K cHand if an operator [: K --+ H satisfies

l[fJ(O) =f(O)

and

[[fJ( V) c coli V)

for all / E K, then [ is said to be an averaging (or mean-value) operator on K.
From the last corollary we see that the integral operator I given in (23)
is an averaging operator on H. Because of (22) the operator described
therein is an averaging operator on the subset of convex functions f for
whichlf'(O)1 > 4 Iw(::)I/Re[g(::)j::g'(::)].
The following lemma provides a simple characterization of averaging
operators.
LEMMA 2.
Let K cHand let an operator I: K --+ H satisfr 1[f](0) =
f( 0) for all fE K. A necessary and sufficient condition for [ to be an
averaging operator on K is that

{IE K. h convex andf-<.. h}

=>

l[fJ -<.. h.

(26)

Proof If (26) is satisfied then there are two cases to consider. If
col( V) = C then l[fJ( V) c col( V). If co f( V) #- C then let II be a convex
function mapping V onto co/IV) with II(O)=f(O). Using this II in (26) we
obtain I[f]( V) c col( V), which again shows that I is an averaging
operator.
If I is an averaging operator then (26) follows since f-<..h implies that
l[fJ( V) c col( U) c h( V).
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We can not use this lemma to conclude that the operator given in (21)
is an averaging operator on H. This is due to the fact that the implication
in (21) does not hold for all convex h; the operator itself depends on II. We
can remove this dependency in special cases. Since I -< h implies
IF(O)I';;;; Ih'(O)I, if we take g(.:)=.: and 11'(.:)=2)1(,(0).:, with IPI < 1/8,
then we can use (21) and Lemma 2 to obtain the following class of
averaging operators.

If IE H lind

COROLLARY 4.2.
defined hy

I[f](.:) =.:

If
o

(f(t)

IPI,;;;; 1/8 then the integral operator I,

+ 2PF(0)t) cit =.:

IfI(t) cit +

)1('(0).:

0

is an averaging operator on H.

Our last theorem provides us with a large group of averaging operators
on Ho.
THEOREM 5. Let I' E C with ')' -# - I, - 2, ... , and let r/J, t/J E H with
r/J(.:)·t/J(.:)-#0for':E u. If
ReB(.:)

~

IC(.:)-II-Re[C(.:)-I],

I

(27)

+ .:t/J' (.:) )/r/J(.:),

then the integral

r~I(t) f' IrjJ(t) cit

(28)

Irhere B(.:) = t/J(.: W(.:) and C(.:) = (i't/J(.:)
operator I defined hy
lU](.:) =.: '11>(.:)

.:EV,

'0

is an at'eraging operator

011

Ho.

Prool The restrictions on ')', r/J, and 11> imply that I[I] is analytic on V
and I[f](O)=O. SinceI-<h, if we let p=I[f] and differentiate (28) we
obtain
B(.:) .:p'(.:) + C(.:) p(.:) =

f(;:) -< he;:)·

We now apply Theorem I with A = 0 and D(.:) = 0. Since (27) implies (5)
we obtain p = I[I] -< h. Hence by Lemma 2 the operator I is an averaging
operator on Ho.
EXAMPLE 3. If we set I' = 0, r/J(.:) == 1/2, and 11>(.:) == I in Theorem 5 then
== 2, C(.:) == 0, and (28) is satisfied. Hence the operator

B(.:)

I[f](.:)=~J·=I(t) dt
2

0

t

is an averaging operator on Ho, that is I[I]( V) c cof( V).
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This last operator is very similar to the classical Alexander operator
l[f](.::) =

f=/(t) dt.
t

o

However, this operator is not an averaging operator on Ho. If we take
/(.::)=.::+.::2/4 and set F(.::)=l[f](.::) then F(.::) =.::+.::2/8. Since the
functions / and F are convex and since F( - 1 ) <i( - I ) < 0 < F( 1) </( 1) we
have l[f]( V) = F( V) ¢ /( V) = cof( V).
In the special case rp(.::)
corollary.
COROLLARY

5.1.

=cP(.::) =1 Theorem 5 reduces to the following

If}' E C and }' sati.lfies
(29)

then I[/](z)=z

Y

[Itt) t}

I

dt is an averaging operator on Ho.

For the remainder of this article it is convenient to introduce the set
~ Re w}. Note that (29) is equivalent to ,'EQ and
that Q consists of points inside or on the parabola 2x = y2 + 1.

Q= {w=x+ iy: Iw-11

COROLLARY

5.2.

Let}' E C and let g
I}'zg'(z)/g(.::) - 11

for.::

E

~

E

Ho with g'(O)

= 1. If

Re(}'zg'(z)/g(.::))

(30)

V, then I defined by
l[f](z)=[g(.::)] 'fo/(I)t l[g(t)rdt
o

is an averaging operator on H o.
Proof Condition (30) is equivalent to .::g'(.::)/g('::)EQ, which for .::=0
also implies }' E Q. In addition, (30) implies that Re r.::g'(.::)/g(z) > O. Since
g'(O) = 1, the function g is a spirallike univalent function [2, p. 149]. Since
g(z)/.:: # 0, if we set rp(.::) = cP(.::) = (g(z )/z), then rp, cP E Hand rp(.::) . cP(z) # 0
for z E U. Using these values of rp and cP in Theorem 5 we see that (30)
implies (27), and hence the operator I is an averaging operator on H o .
We close this article by considering two examples of this last corollary.
EXAMPLE 4.
Let}' be real with " ~ 1/2 and let g(.::) = ze"oiy·. In this case
y.::g'(.::)/g('::)=Y+!Jz and condition (30) is equivalent to requiring

,'+ /1':: E Q,

for

.:: E V.

(31 )

A VERAGING OPERA TORS
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We need to find the maximum value of 1111 such that, for a fixed value of
condition (31 ) holds. This problem is equivalent to finding the maximum
radius " of a circle with center at }" which is contained in Q. The solution
to this simple calculus problem is given by
~',

,

-

-

i' - 1/2
{ J2(i,-I)

if
if

1/2 ~}' ~ 3/2,
3/2<}'.

(32)

Hence, if 1111 ~', then by Corollary 5.2 the operator I defined by

is an averaging operator on Ho.
5. Let I' = 1 and let g(z) = z/( 1 + I1Z) with 1111 < 1. In this case
= 1/(1 +I1Z) and in order to satisfy condition (30) we need to
largest 1111 < 1 such that w(z) = 1/( 1 + I1z) E Q for all z E U. The

EXAMPLE

zg'(z)/g(z)

find the
function I\' maps U onto a disc D'I with center at c = 1/(1 - 11112) and radius
R= 1J'l1/(1-1J'l12). Hence we have to find the largest 1111 so that D,1c Q. We
have essentially solved this problem in the last example with formula (32).
Using th~t formula and setting ',= R we obtain 1J'l1 = 1/J2. Hence if
1J'l1 ~ l/vi2 the operator I defined by
l[fJ(z) =

1 + J'lZ f= f(t) dl
z
0 1 + 111

is an averaging operator on Ho.
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